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Introducing

◈ Educational background 

◈ Scientific background

◈ Contacts:

Email: Shariaty3@gmail.com

Phone (WhatsApp): +79522770591

Office : Second building, r.260



Course objectives:

How to find proper scientific information for a specific purpose,

How to start reading scientific texts in English,

How to present different topics at international events in English,

How to write scientific reports in English. 



Tasks during 
the semester:

During semester it is necessary to collect 10 points:

◈ Make a presentation – about 10 mins – 5 points

◈ Ask questions after presentations – 1 point

◈ Participate in interview – 3 points

◈ Write a short article (scientific report) in English 
for international conferences – max 3 
participates – 10 points

◈ Suggest any tasks which you think that help you 
to improve your English



Why English?
◈ Your opinions…



Why Learning English language is important?
◈ Perfect communication – It is important to speak effectively. People get impressed by 

those who have good communication skills.

◈ Gain Confidence – If you own good communication skills then your confidence will 
automatically be high.

◈ Achieve your goal early – Effective English language skills help you meet your career 
goals quickly.

◈ Effective personality – When we speak effectively and with confidence, anyone can get 
attracted.

◈ Part of the Global community – English language is a part of the global world. So, if one 
knows good English then one can interact with others.

◈ Multiple Career Prospects – A person possessing effective communication skills have 
more career opportunities than others.



Structure of a Scientific 
report (Article)
◈ Title

◈ Authors

◈ Abstract

◈ Keywords

◈ Introduction (review of literature)

◈ Methods

◈ Results

◈ Discussion

◈ Conclusion

◈ Acknowledgement

◈ Ethical statement

◈ References



Title

◈ The title should be concise, 
informative and meaningful 
and include key terms, to help 
make it more discoverable 
when people search online,



Keywords
◈ They will be used to index with 

article, helping to make it 
more discoverable. 

◈ When choosing keywords, 
think about the kinds of terms 
you would use when searching 
online for related articles.



Abstract

◈ Abstract should give readers a brief summary of 
your article.

◈ It should concisely describe the contents of your 
article and include key terms (especially in the 
first two sentences, to increase search engine 
discoverability). 

◈ States methodology used, main results 
obtained, and conclusions.



Introduction

◈ This should be concise and describe the nature of 
the problem under investigation and its 
background. 

◈ It should also set your work in the context of 
previous research, citing relevant references. 



Method

◈ This section should provide 
sufficient details of the 
experiment, simulation, statistical 
test or analysis carried out to 
generate the results such that the 
method can be repeated by 
another researcher and the 
results reproduced.



Results

◈ The results section should detail the main 
findings and outcomes of your study. 

◈ You should use tables only to improve 
conciseness



Discussion
◈ This should discuss the 

significance of the results 
and compare them with 
previous work using 
relevant references.



Conclusion
◈ This section should be used to highlight the 

novelty of the work, and any plans for future 
relevant work.



Acknowledgement
s

◈ Author names and Funding information or the name 
of the funding agency and the grant number should 
be given.



Ethical statement
◈ Some articles will require an ethical statement, 

particularly those that are reporting research 
involving humans or animals. This should state if 
the research was approved by any ethical 
committee.



References

◈ This section should be used to list all 
relevant work.


